
 

 

Portfolio Write up – IdeaQu Pte Ltd 

Ideaqu Pty Ltd (IDEAQU) is a Fintech business with payment aggregator licenses from global banks in 

Australia and Singapore. IDEAQU developed their flagship product, PayT and currently holds a trademark 

for it. Payment aggregator is a service which allows small medium enterprises to start accepting credit 

card payments near instantly. This is because unlike a payment gateway, payment aggregator does not 

require merchants to set up a merchant accounts, which usually requires lengthy paperwork.  

PayT brings the payment aggregator services a step further by allowing merchants to carry their “Point-

Of-Sales” system everywhere they go, improving flexibility and coverage. PayT currently accepts payment 

through major bank cards and are planning to open up to alternative payment methods such as e-Wallet 

(QR Codes) or cryptocurrency.  PayT has partnership with Premier Cabs, Samsung, Zebra, ANZ, Ingenico, 

MTdata and many more. 

IDEAQU, previously known as Asia Pac Solutions Group Pty Ltd offered tablet-based POS payment 

processing platform for the Taxi industry.  Note that at this time, the ride sharing industry is still relatively 

new, Uber’s penetration into the Australian market was only around 5% (2013). We believe that PayT is a 

rebranding of this system and will be tweaked to cater to other industries. 

 

In addition, IdeaQu has developed a new fintech platform called GivePls.  Its an innovative on-demand 

donation platform.  Charitable causes are continuing increasing, charity organization and donors are 

finding it difficult especially in track recording, fraudulent website, charity fund assessing etc.  With GivePls 

shall be initiating through technology and its infrastructure to mitigate the risks and accommodate better 

fund allocation for the charitable organisations. 

IdeaQu has an expansion plan to 4000 terminals between Singapore and Australia within these 5 years 

and market expansion continues to the other parts of Asia, including Hongkong. 



For more introduction to their products, please visit www.ideaqu.com. 

 

 

http://www.ideaqu.com/

